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UNIT 1-  

1) Visit the following website https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/app/Home  

Log in using the details below. 

Username TASport 

Password Transition18 

 

Access the library and open the revision guide (tile with yellow background & elephant) 

If prompted you will need to allow this pop up before opening the document. 

Navigate to pages 30-34 

Once you have accessed the document you need to read the information and complete the 

next task. 

 

        2) Complete the exam based questions attached.  

-At first attempt try to recall the information from memory  

- When you have attempted this go back over the notes and add anything you missed for this 

question (do this in a different colour pen/colour font if done electronically) 

 

UNIT 2- 

This task is research based: 

Read the scenario on the attached document, research any relevant information on line and produce 

the answer on the sheet attached. 

This answer must be in continuous prose and should address: 

1) Potential lifestyle factors (alcohol, diet, stress, and smoking) that may be causing the problems 

the client is suffering (lack of sleep) 

2) Ways in which the client can improve his sleep 

3) How will Physical Activity help him to improve the amount of sleep he gets?  

 

If you have any queries or concerns with any of these tasks please email Liam Allen.  

lja@thomasadams.net  

 

 

https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/app/Home
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Unit 2 : Fitness Training and Programming for 

Health, Sport and Well-being 

Preparation Task  

 
 

  

 

 

 

Gary is an insurance broker who works long 

hours. 

Gary finds that he struggles to stay awake 
during the work day and often calls in sick to 

catch up on sleep. 

How can increasing his levels of physical 
activity help Gary with his issues at work? 

 

Research this task online and complete the 
answer on the attached sheet in full prose (no 

bullet points allowed) 

Complete 1 Side of the A4 Sheet Only 

Think about the potential causes of his lack of 
sleep, ways he can improve his sleep and how 

doing so will improve his lifestyle. 

 

 


